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ABSTRACT
T
The boardingg process off an aircraft is one of the
t
identified boottlenecks in the turnaroound when the
t
aircraft arrivees to an airporrt. The presentt article presen
nts
a methodoloogy that moddels the keyy aspects off a
boarding proccess using cooloured Petri nets in order to
understand inn detail what are
a the main micro-dynam
mics
and cause-eff
ffect relationshhips that hinnder the smoo
oth
boarding proocess. Then the differennt models are
a
integrated at a different level using a discrete-eveent
program to siimulate in dettail the boardiing process. The
T
combination of both technniques reinforce mutually in
such a way that the deevelopment process
p
is veery
efficient forr developingg micro-moddels when the
t
dynamics aree difficult to
o understand.. This kind of
approach cann be used foor testing diffferent boardiing
configurationns and improvee the efficienccy of the studiied
process whille reducing the cost asssociated to the
t
process.
mulation, disccrete event sim
mulation,
Keywords: sim
coloured petrii nets, aircraftt boarding proocess
DUCTION
1. INTROD
The turnarouund of an airccraft is the temporary spaace
between conssecutive flightts when the aircraft
a
is in the
t
airport. Depeending on thee type of com
mpany, the tim
me
and space avaailable, the turrnaround will be more or leess
long (Bazarggan 2004). Furthermore
F
t
this
length will
w
depend upon the business model of the company as all
flight scheduules are differrent and the operations vaary
from businesss model to buusiness model. In addition, the
t
times of the ground handling operations result veery
difficult to hoomogenise duue to the diffeerent factors thhat
influence thee operations such as haandling agennts,
congestion at the airside, ettc.
The stepps followed by
b a typical stopover of an
aircraft are:





Priorr preparation for boardinng: the lines of
passeengers are organised andd all their haand
lugggage and docum
mentation is checked.
c
The plane arrives at the parkingg stand.
Blocck-In is perforrmed.
The passengers annd bags disem
mbark.










The pllane is fuelled
d.
Whethher there is a scheduled cleaning, thee
cleaninng team will proceed
p
to clean the plane.
When the last passenger
p
leaaves and thee
cleaninng services haave finished, the
t passengers
for the
t
next fllight shall be boarded
d.
Simulttaneously thee bags shalll start to bee
loadedd for the new flight.
f
During
g the board
ding of passsengers, thee
coordiinator shall deliver thhe necessaryy
docum
mentation to thhe captain.
As soo
on as the plan
ne is loaded with
w fuel, bags
and paassengers, the doors are clossed.
The ch
hocks are removed.
The plane
p
perform
ms the taxiingg towards thee
corresp
ponding runw
way for the takke-off.

The busineess model of the low cost ccarriers (LCC
C)
foorces them to take out some of the operaations in ordeer
too reduce turnaaround times and
a thus makiing them moree
coompetitive. Fo
or this reason the boardinng/deboardingg
opperations acq
quire more annd more impportance sincee
thhose operation
ns are the onees that consum
me most of thee
tim
me when thee aircraft is performing the stopoverr.
Fiigure 1 illustraates the differrent processess that composee
thhe turnaround of an aircraft (Airbus 2014).

F
Figure
1: The outstation
o
turnnaround time for the A-3200

From Figure 1 it can be noticed that the boarding and
deboarding operations are currently in the critical path.
Therefore in order to make the operations more
profitable it is necessary to reduce the turnaround
operations.
The current paper presents a methodology that will be
useful for improving the boarding process using a
combination of coloured Petri nets with simulation.
1.1. Review on Boarding Operations
Different authors have put focus on ways to improve the
boarding process. Most of them put their efforts in
managing the seats and the schedule of the boarding
process in the best possible way. Some of the initial
efforts for testing the seat scheduling are the ones
presented by Marelli, Mattocks, and Merry (1998).
These authors simulated the allocation of seats by two
different states (On-Off). Using this approach they
analysed the results when the boarding is performed
using a window, middle aisle (WILMA) scheme. Their
conclusion is that the boarding time can be decreased
compared to a random assignment boarding. That
experiment was followed by defining a different one for
the WILMA BLOCK, which uses the same approach
but enhanced with separating the boarding in blocks,
first the ones at the back, then the ones in the middle,
and then those in the front.
Another relevant study is the one presented by Van
Landeghem and Beuselinck (2002), through the use of
EXCEL and ARENA they simulated some scenarios
and conclusions were drawn from the discrete event
approach focusing mainly on the boarding time.
Other authors have put focus on policies that could
help reduce the boarding time and they use different
techniques to test their policies. One interesting
example is the work done by Steffen (2008), in which
he finds the optimal allocation of passengers using an
approach that uses Markov Chains and Monte-Carlo
Simulation. Furthermore Soolaki et al. (2012) present
an approach that models the problem using linear
programming and genetic algorithms. Finally, Steffen
and Hotchkiss (2012) tested different configurations
using a real-size fuselage of a Boeing 757 for improving
the use of the aisle to reduce the boarding time.
The review performed reveals that most of the
studies have used different modelling techniques
ranging from abstract models developed using linear
programming to real-size sets that try to copy the real
boarding situations. In the previous years the studies
focused mainly on the boarding strategies while in
recent years scientific community is paying more
attention to the main drivers that are behind the
processes that could reduce the boarding times. These
drivers are inherent to human nature such as age,
companions, family relationships, passengers with bags,
disabilities, and even psychological conditions. For
these reasons the researchers are investigating with
scenarios that are as close as possible to a real situation.
However real-size experiments cannot be performed

anytime the researcher wants because they are
expensive and it would result difficult to coordinate all
the needed elements. This situation puts in evidence the
need for the use of digital models that allow the
researchers to integrate more characteristics that play a
role in the process and result close to real situations.
The paper will focus on a methodology that avoids
using the traditional abstract approaches such as Monte
Carlo simulation or linear programing. Instead, the
approach goes one step further using coloured Petri nets
(CPN) together with simulation for integrating in a
straight forward way the characteristics that play an
important role in the boarding process and at the same
time allowing the modeller to integrate as much
elements as needed.
2. CPN-SIMULATION APPROACH
In this paper CPN is used together with simulation for
developing a methodological approach that allows
modellers to cope with the inherent complexity present
in systems whose performance depend on multiple
factors. The advantage of using a modelling formalism
with the simulation approach is that the different microdynamics can be easily understood and the simulation
model can be developed in a structured fashion.
Different situations, such as the ones present when the
passengers with bags must allocate them in the upper
compartments of the cabin, or those that appear when
the passengers already sit block the ones that need to sit
in the same section, can be modelled in a structured way
resulting in a more reliable and robust simulator.
2.1. Coloured Petri Nets
Coloured Petri Nets is a simple yet powerful modelling
formalism that allows to properly modelling discreteevent dynamic systems that present a concurrent,
asynchronous and parallel behaviour (Moore and Gupta
1996; Jensen 1997; Christensen, Jensen, Mailund, and
Kristensen 2001). CPN can be graphically represented
as a bipartite graph which is composed of two types of
nodes: the place nodes and the transition nodes. The
entities that flow in the model are known as tokens and
they have attributes known as colours.
The formal definition is as follows (Jensen 1997):

CPN  (, P,T , A, N ,C,G, E, I )

(1)

where:




∑ = {C1, C2, … , Cnc} represents the finite and
not-empty set of colours. They allow the
attribute specification of each modelled entity.
P = {P1, P2, … , Pnp} represents the finite set
of place nodes.
T = {T1, T2, … , Tnt} represents the set of
transition nodes, such that P T   , which
normally are associated to activities in the real
system.






A = {A1, A2, … , Ana} represeents the directted
arc sset, which relaate transition and place noddes
suchh as A  P T
T T  P .
N iis the nodee function N((Ai), which is
assocciated to the input and outtput arcs. If one
o
is a place node then the otther must bee a
transsition node annd vice versa.
C iss the colour set functionn, C(Pi), whiich
specifies the com
mbination of colours
c
for eaach
placee node such ass C : P   :

C(Pi )  C j : Pi  P,C j  








(2)
(

G is the guard fun
nction, associaated to transitiion
nodees, G(Ti), G : T  EXPR . It is normaally
usedd to inhibit th
he event assoociated with the
t
transsition upon the attribute values of the
t
processed entities.
E is the set of arc expressionss, E(Ai), such as
F the input arcs
a they specify
E : A  EXPR . For
the quantity
q
and type of entitties that can be
seleccted among th
he ones preseent in the plaace
nodee in order to enable
e
the trannsition. When
n it
is deealing with an
a output placce, they specify
the values
v
of thee output tokenns for the staate
geneerated when trransition fires..
I is the initializattion function, I(Pi). It allows
i
entities in
the vvalue specification for the initial
the place nodess at the begginning of the
t
simuulation. It is thhe initial statee of a particu
ular
scennario.
EXP
PR denotes lo
ogic expressioons provided by
any inscription language (logic, function
nal,
etc.)

C
model is also called the
t
The statte of every CPN
marking, whhich is com
mposed by the
t
expressioons
associated too each place P and they must be clossed
expressions i..e. they cannot have any freee variables.
PN-SIMULAT
TION APPRO
OACH
3. THE CP
A discrete-eevent system
m (DES) moodel has beeen
developed inn which thee micro-operaations such as
identifying a person in thee block seat, moving
m
forwarrdbackward, pputting the luggage on the overheead
compartment,, or definingg different atttributes for the
t
type of passennger that boarrd the aircraft are based on the
t
CPN modellling formalism. The advantage of
developing a DES simulation model based on the CP
PN
model is thatt the differennt micro-operaations that vaary
depending on
o the type of passengger are cleaarly
identified andd therefore a robust simulaation model can
c
be developedd, which woulld be too com
mplex for a DE
ES
simulator alonne. The CPN elements havve been mappped
and implemeented using the techniquee presented by
Mujica and Piera
P
(2011). Following
F
thee same logic, the
t
simulation model
m
has been
b
developped using the
t
software SIM
MIO.
The CPN
N model moddels the differrent interactio
ons
that a passengger experience when they are
a boarding the
t

aircraft. The innitial interactiions modelledd are the ones
thhat appear when
w
a passeenger needs to sit in his
reespective seatt and he is blocked
b
by passenger
p
thaat
prreviously havve arrived. Th
hese relations are modelledd
ussing the CPN
N model and they illustratee that if moree
innteractions are identified then is just necessary too
m
modify
the resppective transittion in the CP
PN model andd
thhen implementt it in the simuulator. After thhe interactions
haave been identified and mo
odelled with thhe CPN modeel
thhen the impleementation in
n the simulattion model is
strraightforwardd.
As it haas been meentioned, thee interactions
m
modelled
are th
he ones at thhe seat-level in
i the aircraftt.
Thhe relations will
w be implem
mented in a moodel of the seaat
off the aircraft and the totall simulation model
m
will bee
coonstructed using
u
the simulation
s
p
program
andd
reeplicating the seat models so
s that a finall model of thee
caabin is obbtained. Figgure 2 illlustrates thee
m
methodological
l approach.

Figure 2: The methodological Appproach
The CPN
N model off the seat-iinteraction is
coomposed by 16 transitionss and 3 placce nodes. Thee
deefinition of coolours is presen
nted in Table 1.
Table 1: Colour Defin
nition and Description
Coolour Definnition
Descripption
It deescribes the roow number of
X
Inteeger
the seat
s block
{000, 001,
It deescribes the seeats occupied
010, 100,
Y
011, 101,
by thhe passengers
1111}
It reppresents the am
mount of
Z
Inteeger
peopple waiting in the aisle for
the passenger
p
to sit.
It reppresents the roow where the
R
Inteeger
passenger is suppoosed to be sat.
{001,
It reppresents the seeat location off
W
0110,
the passenger.
p
1000}
It reppresents if thee waiting
D
{0
0,1}
perso
on is seated inn the middle.

The information related to the place nodes is
presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Definition of Place Nodes
Colour
Description
Set
This place represents the
Product
information of the left block of
X*Y
seats of one row of the cabin.
This place holds information about
Z, D
the passengers standing up and
waiting for the passenger to sit.
Product
This place holds the information
R*W
of the passenger.

Place
S

W
P

The following figures present examples of the
different transitions that compose the model. These
transitions are grouped in the transitions that model the
different sitting situations that a passenger can face
when boarding a plane. The remaining interactions are
modelled taking advantage of the characteristics of the
simulation program once the replication of the modules
has been performed.
S

W

1’(X,Y)
1’(X,100)

1’(Z,
D)
1’(Z,D)

@t6[Z=2 or Z=0 or z=1 , Y=000 ]

SIT1

1’(R,100)

P

Figure 3: Transition for Sitting
Figure 3 illustrates the situation when a passenger
has to sit at the window and the row of seats is empty.
This situation is modelled by the value of the colour W
for the passenger (W=100). In this example 100 means
that the passenger seat is the one in the window and the
other two are not his (using a binary coding). The value
of the variable Y is 000 which represents that the row is
empty and the value of the colour Z can be either 2, 1 or
0. For this situation the result is the same, either no one
is waiting for the passenger to sit or there are passengers
that stood up for letting the passenger reach the window
(Z=1 or Z=2) . In this example the corresponding time
consumption can be associated to the value of the
variable t6, but it would depend on the correspondent
study and maybe on the characteristics of the passenger
sitting. Once the passenger is sat, the new colour value
for Y is assigned with the output arc to S (Y=100).
Another example is presented in Figure 4, which
represents the situation in which a passenger must sit at
a window seat (W=100) and the middle seat is occupied
by another passenger (Y=010) who was previously sat
and must walk out to let the former reach his window
seat.

S

W

1’(X,Y)
1’(X,000)

1’(Z,D)
1’(Z+1,1)

@t5 [ Y=010, Z=0or z=1 ]

SIT1

1’(R,100)

S

Figure 4: The Walking Out of a Passenger Seated in the
Middle
In this model a unit is added to the colour Z of the
token in the waiting place node and the variable D turns
to 1; in this way track is kept for the number of
passengers waiting until the correspondent passenger is
seated. Once this event takes place the correspondent
person has left the middle seat (Y=000) and the
corresponding time consumption is modelled by the
value of t5. For the remaining transitions the authors
encourage the reader to contact them but using the same
logic the model can be developed.
Using the CPN approach it is possible to identify
clearly the cause-effect relationships that sometimes
hinder the smooth flow of passengers inside the cabin
during the boarding or deboarding process. Moreover
the colours can also be used to model characteristics
such as age, size, number of bags, disabilities etc. and
those characteristics can be used to simulate in a more
accurate way the micro-processes that generate
emergent dynamics once the people is interacting with
each other.
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CPN MODEL
The CPN models can be integrated with the software
tool making a mapping or implementing some logic
such as the one presented by Mujica and Piera (2011).
In this example the micro-simulation of the interaction
present in the system is implemented following the
methodology previously presented. Since the software
uses an object-oriented modelling paradigm the
simulation of the complete cabin is performed
efficiently. As it has been mentioned, firstly, the
different transitions of the CPN model are used to
develop the modular object that represents a row inside
the cabin. Secondly, advantage is taken from the use of
a modular approach when the different rows of the
cabin are put together in order to make a complete
model for the cabin that takes into account not only the
micro-interaction between passengers but also the
interaction that occurs at higher levels e.g. aisle
blocking, speed reduction duo to the passengers, etc.
Figure 5 illustrates the elements used in the module
that simulates the interaction of people at seat-level.
The methodology proposed by Mujica and Piera (2011)
is used to implement the different transitions that occur
during the seating process. The transitions implemented
in the model are evaluated using the Separator objects

from SIMIO.. The elemennts are configuured in cascaade
using Connecctors so that the logic asssociated to eaach
object (CPN transitions) iss evaluated att once and on
nly
those transitioons that satisfy
fy the differennt restrictions are
a
fired thus performing the siimulation withh high accuraccy.
In Figure 5 thhe TransX objects corresponnd to transitioons
1 to 10 annd the logic behind eacch transition is
implemented using the proccesses window
w of SIMIO.

o the DES Sooftware Modell
Figure 5: The Elements of
Some SIIMIO elementts are used to model the plaace
nodes and traansition nodees. As mentiooned earlier, the
t
logic behindd the transition nodes iis coded usiing
different stepps within thee Processes windows fro
om
SIMIO and the place no
odes are moddelled using the
t
F
6 preseents the differeent
elements calleed Stations. Figure
stations used in the objectt; some of thhese stations are
a
just
j
used too store the entities thatt simulate thhat
passengers saat in the cabinn seats. Other sstations, nameely
HOLD
H
and P
PAX, are used to represent the place noddes
W and P of thhe CPN modell, respectivelyy.

Figure 7: Thhe CPN Logicc Coded in SIM
MIO Steps
Once the module of thhe row is coonstructed, thee
deevelopment of
o the whole cabin is peerformed in a
strraightforwardd way. The top figure of Figure 8
illlustrates the whole
w
model of
o a cabin oncce the differennt
roow-modules arre put.
Every tim
me an entityy (passenger)) enters to a
m
module
the CPN
N logic behind the model will
w govern thee
sim
mulation whille the rest of the time the dynamics willl
bee governed byy the interactioon of the entitiies themselves
annd with the different objects. Furtherm
more and fo
or
aeesthetic purpooses it is possible to hide those
t
elements
off the module such as the Separators
S
thaat evaluate thee
diifferent condittions of the traansitions. In thhe bottom parrt
off Figure 8 thee sequence wh
hen the passeenger needs too
sitt in the midddle is illustratted. In the firrst snapshot 2
paassengers are sit in the first row whilee another onee
appproaches. The
T
second snapshot illlustrates thee
sittuation when the passengerr in the aisle has
h to stand upp
soo that the apprroaching passeenger can get to his seat andd
inn the followingg snapshots thhe passengers sit and let thee
reemaining oness to continue to
t their correspponding seatss.
All of those evvents were modelled
m
at thhe micro-leveel
ussing the CPN model.
m

Figure 6: Staation Elementts
Figure 7 illustrates the implemeented logic for
transition callled SIT2 (G
General Sit). First the sttep
DECIDE
D
evvaluates if th
he passengerr wants to sit
(ModelEntityy.Seat=100), and if the seaat row is emp
pty
(Binary_OcccupiedL=000)) and if the peeople waitingg is
zero, one or tw
wo (Hold. Co
ontents):
ModelEntity.Seat==
="100"&&Binary_O
OccupiedL==0&&((Hold.contents==0|||Ho
ld.contents==1||Holld.contents==2)

If the coondition is fullfilled then thee new values are
a
assigned (ASSSIGN) to th
he variable that stores the
t
availability off the row. The remaining steps
s
are usedd to
send the entitty to the correesponding seatt and the timee is
consumed deppending on th
he characteristtics of the enttity
and the lenggth of the paath (this is managed
m
by the
t
software itself).

Figure 8: The differentt modules put together
5. CONCLU
USIONS
A methodologyy for developiing high-detaiiled simulators
foor the differrent operationns at a cabbin has beenn
prresented. Usiing this methodology iss possible too
coonstruct detaailed simulaation modelss consideringg
innteractions bettween elemennts that otherw
wise could noot
bee taken into account,
a
such as age, disabiilities, numbeer
off bags etc. The cause-efffect relationnships presennt
beetween the different elemeents are modeelled using thee
cooloured Petri net formalism
m and afterw
wards the CPN
N
m
models
are inttegrated withh a discrete-eevent softwaree

called SIMIO to evaluate the emergent dynamics once
the elements that participate in the boarding process are
put together. The advantage of using this approach is
that using the CPN formalism, the cause-effect
relationships are revealed and modelled in a
straightforward way, so that is very easy to integrate
them in the digital model when developing the
commercial simulator. Using this approach it would be
possible to take these kinds of simulations one step
further for analysing and optimizing processes where
the interaction of small elements becomes important for
the optimisation of the whole procedure.
The model presented here only uses the most basic
micro-interactions such as passenger blocking,
passenger standing up, speed of passengers however
future implementations will take into account particular
characteristics of the passengers such as carried
luggage, aptitude for boarding, familiar relationships
among others and those will be easily implemented
using the CPN-Simulation approach.
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